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Aus den vielen möglichen Perspektiven auf künstlerische
Arbeit im Kontext von Menschenhandel sind für diese
Broschüre einige literarische Texte des Theaters der
Anonymen und Fotos seiner letzten Performance-Installation Let‘s walk a little (Januar 2019) kombiniert worden
mit Liedtexten der Berliner Band Lundt, ebenso wie mit
Arbeiten der Künstlerinnen Bussaraporn Thongchai und
Krisanta Caguioa-Mönnich. Die Broschüre ist entstanden
aus der künstlerischen Arbeit der vergangenen vier Jahre im Theater der Anonymen (Institut für Neue Soziale
Plastik) und spiegelt die enge Kooperation der Arbeit der
Gruppe mit den Berliner Fachberatungsstellen gegen
Menschenhandel: Ban Ying e.V., Hydra e.V., IN VIA,
Ona und dem Bundesverband KOK – gegen Menschenhandel e.V. (Adressen und Kurzbeschreibungen
auf Seite 30). Viele der hier abgebildeten Arbeiten sind
entstanden aus Anlass des 30. Jubiläums der Partnerorganisation Ban Ying. Die Premiere der neuesten
Produktion des Theaters der Anonymen, die Performance-Lecture Dora in diaspora, wurde im Rahmen der
30-Jahr-Feier der Partnerorganisation gezeigt.

Zum Inhalt dieser Broschüre
About the content of this publication

My hands can see, art in Theatre of the Anonymous _____________________________________________ 13
by Bussaraporn Thongchai and the group

by Stella Hindemith and the group

Theatre of the Anonymous, devising collaboration _______________________________________________ 7

From the many possible perspectives on artistic work
in the context of human trafficking we have chosen
some literary texts from the performances of Theatre
of the Anonymous, photographs of the group’s last
performance-installation Let’s walk a little (January
2019), songtexts of the Berlin-based band LUNDT,
and artworks of Bussaraporn Thongchai and Krisanta
Caguioa-Mönnich. This publication comes out of the
artistic work of Theatre of the Anonymous (Institut für
Neue Soziale Plastik) over the course of the past four years.
The group’s work is based on the close collaboration
with the Berlin-based specialised counselling centres
against human trafficking: Ban Ying, Hydra, IN VIA,
Ona and the federal NGO KOK (for further information
and addresses see page 30). Many of the artworks
presented here were created at the occasion of the
30th anniversary of the partner organisation Ban Ying.
The latest production of Theatre of the Anonymous, the
performance-lecture Dora in diasopora, was premiered
at Ban Ying’s anniversary event.

Das Theater der Anonymen ist eine Gruppe vor allem von Frauen
mit unterschiedlichen Lebensgeschichten und unterschiedlichen Erfahrungen im Theater und im Leben. Teile unseres Wissens sind zertifiziert, andere tabuisiert. Manches wird explizit benannt und sichtbar,
anderes nicht – aber dieses Wissen ist der Grund, warum wir da
sind und wir erkennen es gegenseitig an. Der kreative Prozess sich
wieder zu finden und neu zu erfinden, sich selbst auf der Spur zu
sein – das ist unsere Freiheit. Das Theater der Anonymen ist ein Ort
der Unabhängigkeit und Selbstbestimmung – thanks to the group,
the source of our inspiration. We are a group of women who want to
raise awareness against violence. Wir leisten Widerstand gegen die
Unsichtbarkeit von Frauen und Mädchen, die Gewalt erfahren. Wir
sind Menschen mit unterschiedlichen Ressourcen, auf eine Bühne
zu gehen. Eine Gruppe mit unterschiedlichen Ressourcen, sich anschauen zu lassen. We are performers. We are performers in life and
on stage. Wenn wir spielen und dabei sind, vergessen wir unsere
Probleme. We have the ability to develop ourself and show our talent.
Wir lernen viel zusammen. We learn how to act. We grow. We can give
fun to people and when people look at us, they will be happy – and
we have fun, too. Jede hat Ideen und wir teilen sie. We are a powerful
group of women, old and young, expressive and shy. We are women
in transit. We are fun. Wir kennen das Wort Menschenhandel, aber
wir benutzen es nicht; das Wort ist eine Objektivierung, we leave it
behind us and it stays with us. Wir haben verschiedene Formen von
Gewalt im Migrationsprozess und ausbeuterische Arbeitsverhältnisse erfahren. Our means of production are our experience, our wit,
our wisdom, our pain, our solidarity and our caring. Wir sind eine
kooperative Gruppe. Wir sind eine Gruppe von Frauen und wir sind
für Frauen. Wir verstehen Theater als Möglichkeit, uns mit Macht
und Körpern auseinanderzusetzen. Theater macht Spaß und schafft
Veränderung. Wir können miteinander sprechen.

Dora in diaspora, song lyrics ___________________________________________________________________ 17

Me in the midst of changing times and societies _________________________________________________ 21
portraits by Krisanta Caguioa-Mönnich

by LUNDT
Um Spenden für das Projekt wird gebeten:
Please consider a donation in support of the project:
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Theatre
of the
Anonymous
devising
collaboration
by Stella Hindemith
and the group

Foto von Let‘s walk a little,
Performance-Installation
Theater der Anonymen,
Januar 2019

Theatre of the Anonymous was founded in the summer
of 2016. The members of the group are (or have
been) clients of the Berlin specialized counselling
centres for women affected by human trafficking, or
the corresponding shelters. Between 2016 and 2019
the group has produced five performances: Looking
for Berlin Beach (2017), The Spirit of the Law (2017),
Remembering Cassandra (2018), Let‘s walk a little
(2019), Dora in diaspora (2019) and a CD with songs
Theatre of the Anonymous: Lieder (2018). The devising
and rehearsal processes are always based on a similar
procedure. At the beginning of the collaboration there are
a few „trial workshops“ which help to find out which forms
of working the participants are interested in. This phase
is important to welcome new participants in the group;
new participants should not have to adapt to the working
forms and habits of the group, but should be able to
pursue their own interests. These trial workshops are also
important for understanding what resources and skills
new participants bring with them, and what boundaries
are important to them. Expectations placed on the
devising and rehearsal process must not be derived
simply from past working processes since otherwise
the new work may fail. That is why this initial phase is

by piece, the individual elements are brought together
in an associative collage and a „core“ emerges that is
important to the group. The following texts are example
results for this kind of process. They resulted from the

After the initial phase we collect literary material,
stories or myths which in some way are related to the
women‘s themes/stories. Parallel to this work, there is
a process based on more physical exercises to collect
scenic material linked to the proposed topics. Piece

light, sometimes funny themes. Since then, the dominant
themes of the work are violence against women, poverty
and experiences of violence and powerlessness when
faced with German authorities or laws. Correspondingly,
the group sees itself as a place to strengthen one another.
It is commonplace in the group for the performers to
congratulate each other when they have done something
for the first time. Again and again, it is explicitly stated
that the theatrical work also concretely helps with coping
with situations of questioning or interrogation. The group
is a place where such stories can be shared amongst
people who understand, where no one has to explain
themselves. The room is full of excitement when someone
gets a residence permit, or when they see someone
else‘s children again for the first time after a while, or
when a woman dares to sing alone in front of the group
for the first time. „I knew you could do it!” is a frequently
heard phrase in the rehearsal room.

important also to the artistic direction. Every woman
brings her own inputs into the group, it is important to
make room for them. More experienced participants are
often mentors for new women, especially at the beginning

Eine Langfassung des Textes, ebenso wie eine deutsche
Version, befindet sich in der Broschüre Theater der
Anonymen:

shared devising process, and they are re-interpreted
or over-written literary texts used in the performances.

The beginning stages of the devising process also

http://neue-soziale-plastik.de/downloads/Theater_der_
Anonymen_Broschuere.pdf

of the working process and at the end (shortly before
the performance): sometimes they lead exercises in the
workshops or they prepare their colleagues for what it
means to perform in front of an audience.

serve to collect themes which the women want to work
on. The first, jointly devised performance (Looking for
Berlin Beach, 2017) dealt in large parts with rather
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Before the law sits a gatekeeper. To this gatekeeper
comes a woman from the country who asks to gain entry
into the law. But the gatekeeper says that he cannot grant
her entry at the moment. The woman thinks about it and
then asks if she will be allowed to come in later on. “It
is possible,” says the gatekeeper, “but not now.” At the
moment the gate to the law stands open, as always, and
the gatekeeper walks to the side, so the woman bends
over in order to see through the gate into the inside.
When the gatekeeper notices that, he laughs and says:
“If it tempts you so much, try it in spite of my prohibition.
But take note: I am powerful. And I am only the most lowly
gatekeeper. But from room to room stand gatekeepers,
each more powerful than the other. I can’t endure even
one glimpse of the third.” The woman from the country
has not expected such difficulties: the law should always
be accessible for everyone, she thinks, but as she now
looks more closely at the gatekeeper in his fur coat, at
question which she has not yet put to the gatekeeper.
She waves to him, since she can no longer lift up her
stiffening body. The gatekeeper has to bend way down
to her, for their difference in size has changed much to

Finally her eyesight grows weak, and she does not know
whether things are really darker around her or whether her
eyes are merely deceiving her. But she recognizes now in
the darkness an illumination which breaks inextinguishably
out of the gateway to the law. Now she no longer has
much time to live. Before her death she gathers in her
head all her experiences of the entire time up into one

situation, went voluntarily with Paris but again ended up
in a situation which she did not want? All the stories we
can find today are about the injured honour of men, not
Helena’s fight for freedom. At the end of the Trojan War

Cassandra has an admirer, the God Apollon. He gives her
the gift of prophecy. But Cassandra does not respond to
him. His revenge is terrible: He does not take his gift away
but puts a curse on her. From then on Cassandra sees
and knows everything that is going to happen in the world
but no-one believes her. She knows about violence, she
knows about wars that are going to happen. She knows
that her brother Paris will cause great harm, she warns the
world, she even begs to kill him. But no-one listens to her.
So, Paris and Helena who is married to a different man,
go to Troy together. What follows is the ten-year Trojan
War – just like Cassandra had foretold. The fact that noone believed Cassandra is one of the reasons why until
today we do not know what really happened with Helena.
Did she go voluntarily with Paris after he freed her from
her marriage? Or was she taken by Paris against her will?
Maybe it was all very different from how it is presented
in the old stories. Maybe Helena tried to improve her

If Cassandra really knew everything then she also
knew that no-one was going to believe her. That
is why she never said anyhting.

She is fighting with shame. How can she talk about
things she knows without having to relive them all?

From: Remembering Cassandra
Performance by Theatre of the Anonymous,
August 2018.

his large pointed nose and his long, thin, black Tartar’s
beard, she decides that it would be better to wait until
she gets permission to go inside. The gatekeeper gives
her a stool and allows her to sit down at the side in front

Cassandra, the priestess of Athena, is raped by Ajas in
her very temple – in revenge for her prophecies. Then she
is taken away as a slave, finally she is killed. Each one of
her great prophecies is followed by severe punishment:
war, rape, enslavement, and finally her murder.

From: The spirit of the law
Performance by Theatre of the Anonymous
based on the text Before the law by
Franz Kafka and stories of the participants,
August 2017.

of the gate. There she sits for days and years.

the disadvantage of the woman. “What do you still want
to know, then?” asks the gatekeeper. “You are insatiable.”
“Everyone strives after the law,” says the woman, “so
how is it that in these many years no one except me has
requested entry?” The gatekeeper sees that the woman
is already dying and, in order to reach her diminishing
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she spoke. Maybe people will believe her later.

even though nobody believed her. It is good, that

Cassandra was a brave woman. She said everything,

Maybe she did not speak for fear. When you accuse
someone in your own family afterwards you have
to leave immediately. But maybe she could not go
away – maybe that was her weakness?

What about she knew everything but did not tell
anyone? What might have been the reason for not
speaking?

Maybe Cassandra saw the violence in other people.
If you ask people whether they are violent, or not, the
answer is always no. Why do we have to have seen it
to believe it? Why will people believe you only if you
can say „I saw it with my very own eyes“?

Why did no-one believe Cassandra?

She makes many attempts to be let in, and she wears
the gatekeeper out with her requests. The gatekeeper
often interrogates her briefly, questioning her about her
homeland and many other things, but they are indifferent

sense of hearing, he shouts at her, “Here no one else
can gain entry, since this entrance was assigned only to
you. I’m going now to close it.“

things for her journey, spends everything, no matter how
valuable, to win over the gatekeeper. The latter takes it all
but, as he does so, says, “I am taking this only so that you
do not think you have failed to do anything.” During the
many years the woman observes the gatekeeper almost
continuously. She forgets the other gatekeepers, and this
one seems to her the only obstacle for entry into the law.
She curses the unlucky circumstance, in the first years
thoughtlessly and out loud, later, as she grows old, she
still mumbles to herself.

questions, the kind great men put, and at the end he
always tells her once more that he cannot let her inside
yet. The woman, who has equipped herself with many
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From: Let’s walk a little
Performance-installation by Theatre of the Anonymous,
January 2019.

Before I started to walk, my feet were flat.
When I was one year old I didn’t want to learn to walk.
When I was four I learned to ride my bicylce. I was very scared.
When I was five years old I walked to school every morning.
I walked slowly.
When I was five I injured my toe.
When I was six I could not walk properly. My sister was annoyed,
so I learned to walk. But my feet always wanted to turn into the
wrong direction.
When I was seven I had to walk in the flood.
When I was eight I liked to imagine wearing high heels.
When I was nine I learned to dance. The teacher showed us a
dance, I really loved it. I still can’t dance but I still love doing it.
When I was nine I noticed that my second toe is longer than the
big toe. I wanted to cut it, like Cinderella.
When I was ten my Mom stopped kissing my feet because they
were too dirty.
When I was eleven I burned my foot when cooking. It was very
painful. I had to learn to walk only with one leg.
When I was a child I remember that all the girls liked to run as
if they were princesses.
I liked going to the garden but I always got thorns into my feet.
I called my grandmother to remove them all. Only when she
was done did I dare look at my feet again.
When I was a teenager I practised picking up things from the
floor with my toes. Now that I have a baby this is a very useful
skill to have.
When I was twenty I loved wearing high heels.
When I came to the shelter we were offered salsa classes.

Theater der Anonymen
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My hands
can see
Art in
Theatre
of the
Anonymous
by Bussaraporn Thongchai
and the group

Foto von Let‘s walk a little,
Performance-Installation
Theater der Anonymen,
Januar 2019

As a first contribution to this project as an artist, I created
a series of drawings and collages in my studio after the
end of rehearsals. These were later exhibited as part of
the performance-installation Let’s walk a little in January
2019. The second time ‘round I changed the process from
creating artwork alone into the act of creating artworks
together with the participants in the rehearsal room.
I was looking for a way to combine our experiences from
physical exercises with the basic techniques of drawing
and painting. For example, what if we can only use artistic
elements such as line or colour to express the story that
we have got from the rehearsal – i.e. without drawing
or painting any identifiable forms (similar to the physical
restrictions of only being allowed to use feet or hands to
tell a story). Another example was that I put a blank paper
on the floor. Then, proceeding in a round, everybody in
the group was invited to draw anything they liked on it
and then let the others continue. During this process you
can only observe what the other one is doing, without

interruption, and wait until it is your turn and then wait
again, and so on. At the end all the participants have to
agree that the drawing is completed.

By creating something together but under some rules and
conditions creates a sense of acceptance and respect for
everyone. Instead of throwing our needs into the group,
we learn to know our own desires and limitations and at
the same time respect the needs of the other. We had
beautiful and peaceful moments co-creating drawings
some of which are presented on the following pages. In
those moments when we handed the colour on to the
next person, giving them space to draw quietly, observing
how they transformed or defaced the form that we just
carefully drew a few minutes ago, there was acceptance
of change and of the results of the other’s action within
the picture. Such moments probably happen rarely in
our everyday lives.

Theatre of the Anonymus
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Dora in
diaspora
song lyrics
by LUNDT

Foto von Let‘s walk a little,
Performance-Installation
Theater der Anonymen,
Januar 2019

LUNDT ist die Berliner Band von Santje Maike Winkler.
Ihre Texte verbinden ihre Reaktionen auf Erfahrungen der
Frauen, die sie in ihrer Rolle als Sozialarbeiterin unterstützt, mit ihrem Bedürfnis, denjenigen Personen eine
Stimme zu geben, deren Geschichten sonst nicht gehört würden. Ihre Lieder sind getragen von Erfahrungen,
Fragen und Beobachtungen und sprechen vor allem von
ihrer Fähigkeit zuzuhören.

woman in exile

The Berlin-based LUNDT is the band of Santje Maike
Winkler. The lyrics combine her reactions to the
experiences of women she works with in her role as
social worker, with her need to give voice to people
whose stories would otherwise remain untold. Her songs
are alive with experiences, questions and observations,
and they are based on her ability to listen.

in the mornings I wake up feeling lost again
I‘ve come so many miles aiming for a place to land
to feel home but I‘m lost and there is no helping hand
I‘ve left so much behind for the hope western europe send
and I‘m tired of all the waiting
in a row too long to count
and I‘m sick of all the papers
in a system I don‘t understand

don‘t you see that I‘m a woman, too? and be sure I‘m not a woman no. 2

don‘t you see that I‘m a human, too? and be sure I‘m not a human no. 2

in the mornings I wake up with no place to go
all the ghosts of the past are lying here with me
where I keep all belonings, everything I own
seems to be far too little to call a serious home
and I‘m tired of all the waiting
in a row too long to count
and I‘m sick of all the papers
in a system I don‘t understand

don‘t you see that I‘m a woman, too? and be sure I‘m not a woman no. 2
don‘t you see that I‘m a human, too? and be sure I‘m not a human no. 2

Theatre of the Anonymus
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the moms
back to the barriers
back to the worriers belt pulled through
you could have liked me but
you could have married someone else but me

me in the water

back then I worked on a farm
been brought up by a single parenting mom
the woman said she would help me find a job
but went to road work in italy

my efforts

and I still meet you in my day dreams
and you will never be apart
and there it feels just like forever
and I succeed in being your guard

carry the loss

Theatre of the Anonymus

and a clue leads me to a timid glimmer of hope
noone needs more than just one single note
and we run until we are beyond the frontier
god knows how much I miss you, dear
god knows how much I miss you, dear

and I still meet you in my nightmares
and there will never be an end
and you: so shiny on a fun fair
and I‘m your mother, I‘m your friend

and a clue leads me to a glivering graveyard
turns out living alone is just as hard
and I pretend I`d be what you want me to be
no one will ever mean this to me
no one will ever mean this to me

my mom sold me to save me
my mom risked her life for my own
my mom sold her body to survive
my mom takes care of my child
yes please, no worries

don‘t you know
my efforts
are huge?

sure, I wanted some more
but that was all that I swore to them
now I‘m wearing my glasses, for real?
no big drama, no big deal

don‘t you know
my efforts
are huge?

returned home to her house
there was somebody wanting this, for sure
how can you build your dreams on my pain?
Instead of school I got tattoed

me – in – the – water

and that was me in the water
I would have burried my hopes into

and that was me in the water
they could have burried my limbs into

(and if you drown you‘ll grap the sharp knife
though it will cut your hand while pulling)
yet still alive and so I climbed onto

came by a man on motorcycle

and that was me in the water
I would have burried my hopes into

and that was me in the water
they could have burried my limbs into

back to the barriers
back to the neighbourhoods denied support
you could have loved me but
you could have been my decent stepfather

you got too bad, the child in me died
when you revealed your long-term schedule
that if I was going to try resistance…
Yet still alive and so I ran for two

and that was me in the water
they could have burried my limbs into
and that was me in the water
I would have burried my hopes into

my mom still thinks he was a fine man
my mom is depending on the money I send
when I was born I still had a mom
when you were born I was one
yes please, no worries
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Me in the
midst of
changing times
and societies
artworks by Krisanta Caguioa-Mönnich

Foto von Let‘s walk a little,
Performance-Installation
Theater der Anonymen,
Januar 2019

Die autodidaktische Künstlerin Krisanta Caguioa-Mönnich studierte an der Universität der Philippinen, wo sie
später als Innenarchitektin arbeitete bis sie 2009 nach
Deutschland kam. Inspiriert von ihrer komplett neuen
Lebenssituation als Migrantin begann sie im Jahr 2010
zu malen. Die folgenden Portraits sind aus der Serie
Me in the midst of changing times and societies und sie
zeigen Frauen, die Teil von Ban Ying sind oder waren.

The self-taught artist Krisanta Caguioa-Mönnich studied
at the University of the Philippines, where she practised as
an interior designer until she moved to Germany in 2009.
Inspired by her completely new life-situation as a migrant
she began painting in 2010. The following portraits are
from the series Me in the midst of changing times and
societies and they show women who are or were part
of Ban Ying.

Blaze of expression
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Careless beauty

Gritty persistence
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Poesie der
Anonymen
artworks by Bussaraporn Thongchai

Foto von Let‘s walk a little,
Performance-Installation
Theater der Anonymen,
Januar 2019

Bussaraporn Thongchai ist eine Thai Künstlerin in Berlin,
die auch als Kultur- und Sprachmittlerin in der Zufluchtswohnung von Ban Ying arbeitet. Sie arbeitet seit Anfang
2018 mit dem Theater der Anonymen zusammen. Ihre
Arbeit untersucht das komplexe Zusammenspiel von
sozialen Phänomenen, dem weiblichen Körper und den
gelebten Erfahrungen von Frauen. Einige der Werke, die
sie aus Anlass des 30-jährigen Bestehens von Ban Ying
geschaffen hat, sind hier abgebildet. Aus abgelaufenen
offiziellen Dokumenten hat sie künstlerische Objekte neu
zusammengefügt. Dialog I, II, III stellen mit Amtssprache
und alltäglicher Sprache zwei sehr verschiedene Sprachsphären gegenüber, denen verschiedene Menschen angehören. Und die Poesien der Anonymen sind Spuren
der Stimmen von Personen, die wir fast nie zu hören
bekommen - die Lese- und Schreibübungen von Migrantinnen, handgedruckt auf handgeschöpftem Papier,
zusammengefügt aus den Schnipseln früherer offizieller
Dokumente und Gesetzestexte.

Bussaraporn Thongchai is a Thai artist based in Berlin
working as cultural mediator and interpreter in Ban Ying’s
shelter accommodation. She collaborates with Theatre
of the Anonymous since early 2018. Her art draws on
the complex interaction between social developments,
the female body and women’s life experiences. Some of
her works created at the occasion of Ban Ying’s 30-yearanniversary are shown here. New artistic objects are
created from official paper work that is no longer used.
Dialogue 1, 2 and 3 highlight different linguistic spheres
we belong to by juxtaposing Legalese with everyday
parlance. And the poems of the anonymous are traces
of the voices of people we hardly ever hear – exercises
in reading and writing are printed onto new paper
handmade from former offical documents.
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independent prostitutes’ organisation, founded in Berlin
in 1980. Since 1985 the association runs a specialised
counselling centre for people working in prostitution
and the sex industry. Services include individual advice
and support with all issues that arise from sex work. The
association’s employees also regularly visit sex workers

The not-for-profit association Hydra is Germany’s first

www.hydra-berlin.de

HYDRA association

The non-profit association Ban Ying is one of the oldest
womens’ projects against human trafficking in Berlin
celebrating its 30th anniversary in 2019. Through our
social work we provide advice and accompaniment to
migrants* in their fight for their rights and concerns.
Our public advocacy work aims for equal rights and
participation of migrants* through public relations work,
workshops with employees of public bodies, and the
collection and analysis of academic research in the field.
The association runs a shelter in which women affected
by human trafficking can find temporary accommodation.

www.ban-ying.de

Ban Ying association, co-ordination- and
counselling centre against human trafficking

feminist, transcultural, anti-racist and resource-oriented
approaches.

house for women who have been victims of trafficking,
forced prostitution and/or other forms of exploitation
during the migration process. The shelter provides a
safe place to stabilize women affected by such human
rights violations. Taking into account migration-specific
aspects, the counseling services provided integrate

ONA association is working against discrimination
and human rights violations of women in the migration
process. The not-for-profit association maintains a safe

ONA association

Since 1997 the Berlin-based IN VIA Specialised
counselling centre supports women who have been
forced into prostitution, or who are affected by other
forms of coercion. The centre’s regional remit now
includes the region of Brandenburg. The aim of our
work is to support and to stabilise women and girls,
and to inform them of their rights. The counselling centre
closely collaborates with IN VIA streetwork – HIV/Aids
prevention and the IN VIA Brandenburg-Poland-border
region support centre. Additionally, IN VIA continually
invests resources into public relations- and lobbyingwork in order to provide information on developments
in the field of human trafficking and to create greater
public awareness.

www.invia-berlin.de

IN VIA specialised counselling centre for
women affected by human trafficking

Established as a network by social workers in 1987 to
support victims of trafficking, the NGO became an official
organisation in 1999. It is Germany’s overarching NGO
in the field, now supporting and supported by 38 member
organisations, including counseling centers for victims
of trafficking, immigrant focused projects, safe houses
for women, counseling services for prostitutes, for single

www.kok-gegen-menschenhandel.de

KOK – German network and co-ordination
office against trafficking in human beings

Co-operating specialised counselling
centres in Berlin

in their places of work. Through lobbying work with public
institutions and the media we aim to sensitize them for
the points of view of sex workers.
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women, and other organisations working in the field of
human trafficking. KOK is the only organisation of this kind
in Germany and Europe, with a long expertise in the fight
against human trafficking based on the mutual exchange
of information and experience, and collaborative action
amongst its broad membership and their daily practice.
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Die Broschüre ist entstanden innerhalb des Einzelprojekts Theater der Anonymen: Die Akademie des
Instituts für Neue Soziale Plastik e.V.. Sie wurde
präsentiert beim 30. Jubiläum der Gründung der
Partnerorganisation Ban Ying e.V..
Mit Förderung durch den

